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Abstract: Wire and arc additive manufacturing has unique process characteristics, which make it
have great potential in many fields, but the large amount of heat input brought by this feature limits
its practical application. The influence of heat input on the performance of parts has been extensively
studied, but the quantitative description of the influence of heat input on the surface quality of parts
by wire and arc additive manufacturing has not received enough attention. According to different
heat input, select the appropriate process parameters for wire and arc additive manufacturing,
reversely shape the profile model, select the appropriate function model to establish the ideal profile
model according to the principle of minimum error, and compare the two models to analyze the effect
of heat input on the surface quality of the parts manufactured by wire and arc additive manufacturing.
The results show that, when the heat input is high or low, the standard deviation value and the root
mean square value reach 1.908 and 1.963, respectively. The actual profile is larger than the ideal
profile. When the heat input is moderate, the standard deviation value and the root mean square
value are only 1.634 and 1.713, respectively, and the actual contour is in good agreement with the
ideal contour. Combined with the analysis of the transverse and longitudinal sections, it is shown
that the heat input has a high degree of influence on the surface quality of the specimen manufactured
by wire and arc additive manufacturing, and higher or lower heat input is disadvantageous to it.

Keywords: wire and arc additive manufacturing; heat input; surface quality; function model

1. Introduction

Wire and arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) is a new manufacturing method that
uses electric arc as a heat source and wire as raw materials to form parts in a layered
manner [1]. Because aluminum alloy has the characteristics of light weight, high specific
strength and good corrosion resistance, it has been widely used in automobiles, ships,
aerospace, and other fields [2,3]. Al-Mg alloy has good welding performance, high strength
and good thermal conductivity. In recent years, it has attracted more and more attention
in the field of additive manufacturing [4]. Compared with the laser-based additive manu-
facturing process, WAAM has high deposition efficiency and low manufacturing cost [5].
Additive manufacturing is a powerful tool for the aerospace industry [6–10]. In WAAM,
the high deposition rate is the main advantage of the process, and the cost of this advantage
is a large amount of heat input [11]. Heat input affects the thermal gradient, nucleation
rate, and grain growth rate during WAAM, and has a direct impact on the mechanical
properties and surface quality of WAAM parts [12]. The heat transfer during WAAM is
mainly heat radiation and heat convection in the molten pool, and the cooling process after
WAAM is mainly heat conduction to the base material and air [13]. Controlling the transfer
and emission of heat has a greater impact on the quality of parts, which illustrates the
importance of process temperature monitoring and control.

A mass of heat input will produce extensive residual stress and deformation, and the
residual stress and deformation will reduce the mechanical properties and shape accuracy
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of the parts. How to improve the surface quality of WAAM parts has become a research
hotspot [14,15]. Wang observed that, in the WAAM Al-Cu-Sn alloy, as the heat input
increases, the size and number of pores also increase, which not only leads to a decrease
in its mechanical properties, but also a decrease in the surface quality of the parts [16].
Gudur studied the influence of the preheating and cooling of the substrate on the weld
bead profile in WAAM [17]. In order to solve the problem caused by heat input, Honnige
used roll pressure to control the residual stress of the manufactured part in the WAAM
process, which not only refined the crystal structure, but also reduced the deformation of
the part [18]. In addition, Cui proposed a new process planning method, while maintaining
high manufacturing efficiency, by applying different heat input at different positions to
control the transformation of the crystal structure, so as to minimize defects in the parts [19].
Zhou found through experiments that the surface quality can be improved by optimizing
process parameters to reduce heat input [20]. However, the current research focuses on the
methods of improving the surface quality of the parts manufactured by WAAM, and the
systematic evaluation of the surface quality is less researched. There are large subjective
errors in the evaluation of the surface quality, and the surface quality cannot be quantified.
The characterization is not conducive to further improving the surface quality of the parts
manufactured by WAAM [21].

In this paper, a single-layer single-channel aluminum alloy sample was fabricated
by WAAM under different heat inputs by changing process parameters, and temperature
changes during the forming process were monitored by thermocouple, and an evaluation
method was established based on 3D scanning data. Using this quantitative evaluation
method, it is found that heat input has a higher degree of influence on the surface quality of
arc additive manufacturing samples, and higher or lower heat input has an adverse effect.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experiment

The WAAM system used is composed of a WSE 200G welding machine, an automatic
wire feeder, a gas conveying device, and a three-axis motion platform. The ER5356 alu-
minum alloy wire with a diameter of 2.0 mm is used as the material, and the 6061 aluminum
alloy with a size of 150 × 150 × 10 mm is used as the substrate. The main chemical elements
of the two materials are shown in Table 1. The protective gas in experiments is argon with
a purity of 99.99%, and the gas flow rate is 5 L/min. The LEICA ABSOLUTE TRACKER
AT960-MR reverse forming these WAAM specimens with an accuracy of 0.001 mm is used.

Table 1. The content of each element in the substrate and wire.

Materials
Element

Al Mg Cr Ti Mn Other

Substrate Bal. 0.25% 0.6% 0.7% 0.15% 1.4%
Wire Bal. 4.5–5.5% 0.05–0.2% 0.06–0.2% 0.05–0.2% —

In the non-melting electrode arc additive, the heat input can be calculated by the
following formula [22]:

HI =
ηUI
vTS

(1)

In the formula, HI—heat input, η—arc thermal conductivity coefficient, for TIG tech-
nology, taken as 0.7, I(A)—the welding current, U(V)—the welding voltage, U = 10 + 0.04I,
vTS(m/min)—the torch traveling speed. It can be seen from Equation (1) that changing the
current, voltage, and travel speed in the WAAM process can change the heat input of the
specimen. The influence of heat input on the surface quality of arc additive manufacturing
parts was analyzed by changing the current and travel speed. In order to eliminate the
influence of unit consumables on the contour of parts, the ratio of wire feed speed to travel
speed is kept at 14. Inputs, appropriate process parameters to conduct WAAM experiments
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to analyze its influence, were selected. The process parameters of each specimen during
WAAM are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Process parameters during WAAM under different heat input.

Heat Input
(J·mm−1)

Current
(A)

Voltage
(V)

Travel Speed
(m·min−1)

Wire Feed Rate
(m·min−1)

12,250 100 14 0.08 1.123
10,197 95 13.8 0.09 1.263
8568 90 13.6 0.10 1.404
7248 85 13.4 0.11 1.544
6160 80 13.2 0.12 1.685

In order to analyze the effect of the difference in heat input on the surface quality
of WAAM, thermocouples were placed at three positions to monitor the heat changes at
different positions under different heat inputs, as depicted in Figure 1.
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2.2. Surface Evaluation Method of WAAM

In order to quantitatively analyze the surface smoothness and surface profile shape
characteristics of the specimen, the optimal function profile is selected according to the
actual profile shapes and the principle of minimum error to establish an ideal model, and
the actual specimen models are established with a three-dimensional scanning device.
The standard deviation Ssd and the root mean square deviation Srms of each specimen to
characterize the surface quality were calculated.

Standard deviation Ssd:

Ssd =

√√√√ 1
M − 1

1
N − 1

M

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

(Xij − X)
2 (2)

In the formula, M and N are the number of points in the grid in two directions, X is
the actual value of each point, and X is the average value of each point.

The root mean square deviation Srms:

Srms =

√√√√ 1
mn

m

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

η2
ij (3)

In the formula, m and n are the number of points in the calculated area, and ηij is the
distance from the actual point to the reference point.

The standard deviation reflects the smoothness of the specimen. It focuses on the
surface roughness of the specimen, but it cannot reflect the local shape of the specimen. The
root mean square value reflects the deviation between the specimen and the ideal model,
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and can reflect the degree of deviation of the surface profile from the ideal surface, which
can better characterize the surface quality of these specimens. The specific evaluation steps
are shown in Figure 2.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Different Thermal Input Printing Results

Figure 3 shows the specimens produced by WAAM under different heat input con-
ditions. All five groups of specimens showed black matter. This is because, during the
additive process, the airflow did not protect the molten pool sufficiently, causing external
impurities to vaporize in the arc and condense into black soot. With proper heat input, the
surface quality of these specimens is best, but these specimens formed under higher heat
input and lower heat input appear to have defects of varying degrees. For example, when
the heat input is 12,250 J·mm−1, the beginning of the specimen has a concave tendency.
After a period of time, the surface gradually becomes smooth. When the heat input is
7248 J·mm−1, there are signs of discontinuity at the beginning of the specimen. Continue
to reduce the heat input, and specimen 5 shows more signs of discontinuity, and its surface
quality gradually decreases.
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The average width and average height of the manufactured specimen can also reflect
the surface quality of it to a certain extent. Figure 4 shows the average width and average
height of the WAAM specimen under different heat input conditions. Higher heat input
represents sufficient heat, which cannot only create a better-shaped molten pool on the
substrate during wire and additive manufacturing, but also has a better stabilization effect
on the molten pool. However, the lower heat input cannot melt the wire in time, and
the degree of change in the shape of the molten pool is also relatively severe. Therefore,
the average width and average height of specimen 5 are slightly improved compared to
specimen 4. In addition, it can be clearly seen that, as the heat input decreases, the average
width and average height are gradually decreased.
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3.2. Results of Measured Temperature

In the WAAM process, monitoring and controlling its heat is of great significance to
improve the surface quality. Figure 5 shows the temperature change trend at different
positions during the WAAM process. Because thermocouple 1 is close to the arc starting
position, heat transfer is faster, so the initial temperature of position 1 is the highest,
and the initial temperature of position 2 and position 3 remain at the same level. When
the arc approaches the thermocouple, the thermocouple monitors the high temperature
of the arc, so it will experience a sharp rise in temperature. As the arc moves on the
substrate from thermocouple 1 to thermocouple 3, the temperature at thermocouple 3
rises sharply. Both thermocouple 1 and thermocouple 3 experience a process of sharp
rise and fall in temperature. The change trend curve is roughly the same, but there are
differences in time. The temperature profiles of thermocouple 2 are relatively flat, and
the temperature of the three eventually stays at the same level. The temperature changes
detected by thermocouple 1 and thermocouple 3 are more drastic because there will
be a close moment between the position of the arc and the two monitoring positions,
respectively, and aluminum alloy has good thermal conductivity, resulting in a sharp rise
in the temperature at position 1 and position 3. The distance between position 2 and the arc
position remains in a stable range, so the temperature at position 2 is a process of uniform
rate rise.
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Figure 5 also shows the temperature change trend monitored by thermocouple 2 under
different heat inputs. With the decrease of current intensity, the intensity of temperature
change gradually decreases. Because the monitoring point is in the middle of the specimen
and not close to the arc itself, the temperature changes relatively smoothly. As shown
in Figure 5, the temperature of the monitoring point has a more obvious difference. It
can be clearly seen that the temperature is proportional to the size of the current. That
is to say, the change of the process parameters causes the differences in the heat input of
each specimen. When different samples were manufactured by an additive, the length of
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the samples was the same, and the higher the walking speed, the earlier the maximum
temperature monitored by thermocouple 2 should appear. However, a slight difference
appeared in Figure 5, indicating that the influence of current and walking speed on heat
input had a joint effect.

3.3. Established an Ideal Model

Obtaining the cross-sectional profile shape of the specimen cannot only better adjust
the process parameters to obtain the ideal cross-sectional profile, but also establish an
ideal model for comparison with the actual formed specimen to quantitatively describe the
surface quality of the WAAM specimen surface to analyze the defects in actual model.

At present, when establishing the cross-sectional profile model of a single-pass single-
layer specimen for WAAM, there are the following three commonly used function profile
models [23–25]: parabola, half-period cosine curve, and full-period cosine curve, which
correspond to model equation prototype and model formula, are shown in Table 3. Among
them, a and b are formula coefficients, W are width, H and are height.

Table 3. Mathematical model of the cross-sectional profile of the specimen.

Contour Model Model Equation Prototype Model Formula

Parabola f (x) = ax2 + b f (x) = − H
W2 x2 + H

Half-period cosine curve f (x) = a cos(bx) f (x) = H cos πx
W

Full cycle cosine curve f (x) = a cos(bx) + c f (x) = H
2 · cos 2πx

W + H
2

Elliptic curve f 2(x) = x3 + ax + b f 2(x) = x3 + Wx + 2W
3 + H

3

As shown in Table 4, after comparing and fitting the above three function contour
curves with the actual contour curve, it is found that none of the three function contour
curves reach the ideal degree. Therefore, an elliptic contour function curve is proposed. As
shown in Table 4, the relative error of the area between the elliptic contour curve and the
extracted model is about 0.99, where S is the integral value, δ is the relative error value,
and ST is the area. Compared with other function contour curves, the ellipse contour curve
is more consistent with the actual contour curve. Therefore, the elliptic contour curve was
used to establish the ideal model.

Table 4. Integral value and error value of each model.

Specimen
Number

Parabola Half-Period Cosine Curve Full Cycle Cosine Curve Elliptic Curve Extract Model

S δ S δ S δ S δ ST

1 17.137 1.089 11.902 0.756 9.348 0.594 15.628 0.993 15.737
2 14.869 1.052 10.327 0.731 8.111 0.574 13.999 0.991 14.133
3 14.225 1.033 9.879 0.717 7.759 0.564 13.473 0.979 13.769
4 13.171 1.076 9.147 0.747 7.184 0.587 12.897 1.053 12.246
5 14.133 1.028 9.815 0.714 7.709 0.561 13.528 0.984 13.742

3.4. Surface Quality Evaluation

The actual molded specimen was used as the reference model, and the ideal profile
model was used as the test model. Figure 6 shows the difference between the actual molded
specimen surface and the ideal model surface under different heat input conditions. On the
whole, the surface of each specimen has good consistency with the ideal model. However,
due to the fact that there are many variables in WAAM, such as heat input, there was a
certain difference between the specimen and the ideal model. For example, when the heat
input is 11,250 J·mm−1 and 6160 J·mm−1, the surface of the specimen is quite different
from the ideal model. When the heat input is moderate, the surface quality of the specimen
has been improved to a large extent.
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The average value of the error between the ideal model of the specimen and the actual
formed surface under different heat input conditions is calculated, as shown in Figure 7.
The average error of the overall profile tends to be negative, indicating that the actually
formed profile is slightly larger than that of the ideal model. However, when the heat input
is moderate, the average value of the error is positive, which reflects that the profile of
the actual formed sample is smaller than that of the ideal model. The difference in heat
input affects the contour shape of the actual formed specimen, which proves that there is a
significant correlation between the surface quality of the specimen and the heat input.
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Figure 7. The average value of the error, standard deviation, and root mean square value of each specimen.

The error average reflects the overall error of the specimen surface, while the standard
deviation and root mean square error can reflect the local conditions of the specimen
in more detail. As shown in Figure 7, there are significant differences in the standard
deviation and root mean square deviation of the specimens under different heat input
conditions. In the specimens, when the heat input is high and low, the surface quality of
the specimens is lower than that of the specimens when the heat input is moderate, so the
standard deviation and the root mean square value have the same changing trend, and
both decrease first and then increase. It can be seen from Figure 7 that specimen 3 has
the smallest root mean square value and standard deviation value, while the standard
deviation and root mean square value of specimen 4 have changed to a greater extent.

Figure 8 is comparison diagrams of the transverse and longitudinal cross-sections
of each specimen and the ideal cross-section. Where the difference is large, the line
representing the ideal cross-section is broken.
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Whether in the cross section or the longitudinal section, the volatility of the profile
curve is higher in specimen 1 and specimen 5, and lower in the specimens with moderate
heat input. In specimen 4, although the error between its cross section and the ideal
cross-section is smaller than that of specimen 5, the profile curve of its longitudinal section
gradually deviates from the horizontal direction from the beginning to the end, and has
experienced a gradual increase. This not only reflects the high degree of influence of
height on the standard deviation and root mean square value, but also provides a good
explanation for the abnormal changes in the standard deviation and root mean square
value of specimen 4 in Figure 7. In specimen 2 and specimen 5, there is little difference in
longitudinal cross-section. Although the overall deviation of specimen 2 from the ideal
model cross-section is relatively high, the fluctuation of its profile is much smaller. Thus,
both the standard deviation and the root mean square value of specimen 2 are smaller than
those of specimen 5.

4. Conclusions

In the current work, the effect of heat input on surface quality of arc additive manu-
facturing is studied using real-time heat monitoring and 3D scanning data. The key results
are drawn as follows:

(1) In the WAAM process, for different positions on the substrate, the temperature
change trend is different, so that the molten pool has different stabilization effects.

(2) Within a certain range of heat input, with the decrease of heat input, the average
width and average height of these specimens show a downward trend.

(3) In the case of high or low heat input, the average error of the specimen is negative,
and the standard deviation and root mean square value reached 1.908 and 1.963, respec-
tively. However, the average value of the error of the specimen with moderate heat input
is positive, and the standard deviation and root mean square value are only 1.634 and
1.713, respectively.

(4) The heat input has a relatively high degree of influence on the surface quality of
the wire and arc additive manufacturing specimens, and higher or lower heat input is
unfavorable to it.

Although single-layer, single-pass specimens are the basis of arc additive manufactur-
ing, the industry needs metal parts that are formed once. In the following work, we will
combine real-time temperature monitoring and 3D images to study the influence of heat
input on the interlayer bonding and surface quality of arc additive manufacturing parts.
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